FACT SHEET
The Philosophy
The philosophy of the Altius Boutique Hotel is to provide the finest hospitality through
the most progressive style of management. Throughout the various departments one
can identify the unifying theme of commitment to quality and hospitality excellence.
Location
Ideally located in a quiet residential area yet within walking distance from the Nicosia
City Centre, the business and administrative region and the cultural attractions and
places of interest.
Address
Hotel location address: 1 Acheon Street, Nicosia 1101, Cyprus
Postal address: P.O. Box 24330, Nicosia 1703, Cyprus
Contact Details
Telephone:
Telefax:
E-mail:
Website:

+ (357) 22 255540
+ (357) 22 255541
info@altiushotel.com
www.altiushotel.com

Building Design and Layout
A modern building which consists of a lower ground floor, featuring the multipurpose
conference and banqueting Churchill Halls, with a separate entrance for the public.
The ground floor incorporates a spacious Reception area, the All Stars Bar and
Lounge, in addition to the Amavi Restaurant which offers Mediterranean flavours and
is dedicated to fitness and health cuisine. Fully functional terraces extend the indoor
facilities of the Restaurant, the Lounge and the Bar.
The Mezzanine floor accommodates the Hotel’s Academia Business Centre and the
Board meeting room.
Four guest rooms floors with city view provide alternative accommodation options.
Guest Rooms
The attractive accommodation of the Altius consists of 52 guestrooms including 2
Executive Suites, 2 double family rooms, 2 duplex connecting guest rooms, 20 rooms
with private terrace and 32 spacious executive premium rooms of 20 m2.
The guestrooms are elegantly furnished, have full private bath, top class bedding and
linen, individually controlled air conditioning/heating, cable TV, direct dial telephone,
mini-safe (lap top size), hair dryer, complimentary coffee making facilities and free
wireless internet access.

Food and Beverage
Rooted in the knowledge of classical cooking, the chefs of Altius Boutique Hotel have
mastered exacting standards where technical skills and knowledge are combined with
individual artistry and originality. Special menus are composed, utilizing only the finest
and freshest ingredients available with a commitment to “Fitness Cuisine” in mind.
Dining
Excellence in dining is complemented by our fine professional expertise and service
skills. A combination of highly trained multi-lingual staff and the finest tableware create
an overall unique quality dining experience.
The Restaurant
The elegant Amavi Restaurant provides an inspired cuisine that blends the
Mediterranean flavour with the trendy healthy eating of the 21st Century.
Cocktail Bar & Lounge
The All Stars Bar and Lounge provide a choice of famous cocktails and drinks for a
relaxing time, day and night. The excellent ambience is complemented with live music
featuring Jazz, Soul, 60’s & 70’s memorabilia and tunes from around the world.
Lounge and Open Air Café
The Lounge and Open-air Café provide-select hot and cold beverages, homemade
pastries and snacks and acts as a meeting point for relaxing time, anytime.
Meeting, Conference and Banqueting Facilities
The Churchill Halls (A, B, C) are suitable for conferences, events, banqueting and
social functions and can accommodate from 25-250 seated guests and for over 1,000
guests for Cocktail Receptions and Weddings.
The Churchill Halls are designed with the most advanced audio-visual facilities in place
and are supported by a dedicated service team with a promise that every function, large
or small will run smoothly and efficiently.
Our Hotel Staff
The initial training programmes for our staff were designed in a most detailed way, with
a view to create a refined and a sophisticated team, dedicated to their work and
committed to quality and hospitality excellence.
Free Wi-Fi Internet Access in all rooms and throughout the Hotel

